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PART ONE

My college buddy Alex and his wife Samantha had visited me in South Padre Island while on their
way back from a southwest road trip vacation.

It has now been five years since we all met while attending Texas State University in San Marcos at
a dance and three years since we graduated. Alex had been one of my best buddies during college,
doing everything together including double dating and taking trips with our girlfriends.

After  graduation,  I  moved  to  South  Padre  Island  where  my  parents  helped  me  financially
establishing my business. I own a management and consulting company for restaurants, bars and
clubs.

Alex and his wife live outside of Fredericksburg, out towards Enchanted Rock State Park on the
family’s large ranch. From the photographs that Alex had sent me, he and Samantha had built a
large custom Hill Country style home on a granite outcropping with fantastic views from all sides of
their home. Alex is managing the family’s business and the ranch while his wife is a very successful
interior designer.

Alex’s wife Samantha is an incredibly hot blonde – Sexy As Sin!

During a couple of Spring Break trips, one to South Padre Island and another to Key West Florida,
Samantha had easily won the bikini contests we pressured her into entering! During the Key West
Spring Break trip, one of the suntan product companies had tried to recruit her as a spokeswoman!
However, Samantha had declined the offer wanting to focus on completing her education and her
future career stating to us,

“I don’t want to parade around in a skimpy bikini at events well knowing what guys are thinking and
wishing when they see an attractive woman in a bikini…”

Samantha’s statement is all too accurate as I will attest!

Gorgeous face, five feet nine inches tall, 125 pounds, great athletic legs, slim hips, rock hard abs
from top to bottom, nice thigh gap, and a cute little ass with buns hard as steel! Samantha has a
hard-ripped body from extreme workouts and jogging, tiny areolas and tiny nipples, and a most
beautiful magnificent pussy! Her large perky D cup breasts so extraordinary firm most everyone
thinks Samantha has implants!

How do I know all these intimate details? Because her husband Alex has been “sharing” pictures of
her with me online – without her knowledge of course…

I have had the hots bad for Samantha since we all first met! My infatuated passion for Samantha
irresistibly and permanently inflamed when we went to float the river and I saw her barely wearing a
very skimpy Rio-style bikini with tiny triangle tops – her gorgeous hard-ripped body showing each
muscle definition group of her statuesque athletic torso!

However, at the outset, Samantha was only interested in tall, handsome, charming, personable,
hunky cowboy Alex…

Alex himself always has been, and still is, a literal chick magnet!



Flocks of women always magically drawn to him. It was because Alex is such a chick magnet was the
sole reason I made him one of my best buddies, I certainly wasn’t into any of that cowboy and rodeo
stuff, and I and my other friends had no problem with trying to gleam any of Alex’s cast offs. Alex,
who married perhaps one of the most beautiful, sexy women with the most incredible fantastic body
that had ever existed!

From the moment Samantha and Alex had met, they both madly fell for each other. Samantha never
showing me any interest except as a friend – and a very cool, distant one at that…

I came to believe she only did so to be polite because Alex was one of my buddies. After we first met,
Samantha had ignored my many subtle overtones letting her know I was interested in her. Then a
few weeks later in a private moment, Samantha flat out told me in no uncertain terms (i.e. harshly)
she was only interested in Alex.

I never been rejected before, it was as if I had been slapped! I never had much difficulty getting
dates even though none of my relationships never lasted long, especially once I became intimate
with a woman. The lack of a steady relationship never really bothered me, besides, the university
years was that time of life to have as much fun as you can and screw as many women as you could!

Still, I began harboring a grudge at being rejected…

Over  the  past  three  years  since  graduation,  incredibly  erotic  lingerie  and  nude  pictures  and
sometimes a brief video sex clip of Samantha came my way – particularly enjoyable were the solo
vids where Samantha got herself off with a double-headed dildo!

A few of the emails were accompanied by a short description of what a sexual wildcat Samantha is in
bed that the vids clearly and explicitly showed she is, how incredibly tight her pussy and ass is, and
the incredible muscle control she has over her pussy and ass.

With each picture and video I received, my grudge grew ever deeper, becoming a deep resentment
that I kept concealed from them…

Repeatedly I watched the clips of Alex fucking Samantha’s tight pussy and ass with his fat, long, ten-
inch cock while I jacked off my five and a quarter-inch cock, her totally unrestrained wild passionate
fucking-  even  while  ass  fucking!  Each  one  of  her  screaming  multi-orgasmic  climatic  shrieks
repeatedly stabbing my heart…

What made my resentment all that much more was the knowledge of a confidence that Alex had
revealed to me shortly after he started having sex with Samantha…

Samantha had only had sex with one other guy before, a long term boyfriend, and at that they only
had sex a few times. Samantha broke it off after catching him blabbing he had fucked the hottest girl
at high school!

Watching the sex clips  of  Samantha and Alex,  she clearly  exhibited natural  skills  and intense
passions of the best porn actresses – especially when she had been drinking!

Alex and Samantha’s trip had coincided with Spring Break and the hordes of college students that
come to South Padre Island.

We’ve been having a few drinks at the bar at the Isla Grand Hotel where they were staying (my
condo was currently being remodeled), and we decided to go across the Mexican border because
Samantha wanted to do a little bargain shopping.



The bartender being one of my buddies, he made sure the drinks were pretty stout but I deliberately
paced mine.  Alex  and Samantha were caught  up in  the Spring Break festive  atmosphere and
Samantha was a bit drunk by the time when we left to go the 32 miles to Mexico using the hotel
shuttle.

I do a lot of cross border business and I knew the Mexico side very well, including where all the best
bars, dance clubs and restaurants are, and I had become good friends with the owner of a very
popular club for Spring Breakers – where Samantha is sure to attract the most attention…

Samantha is wearing a short thigh-high, floral print, lightweight sundress with a deep plunging
neckline showing a generous amount of her firm cleavage. After a little bargain hunting and evening
had arrived, I suggested a local upscale club to get out of the heat. Unbeknownst to them, the club is
a combination dance and strip club…

Upon arrival, Samantha slightly balked about going in when she realized the club was also a strip
club, but then a bunch of Spring Break college students, half being coeds, barged in past us. I
persuaded her to at least look in, Samantha relented upon seeing the exuberant large college crowd
inside, and that it was very upscale on par with an expensive high-end strip club in the States.

Despite being in Mexico, most of the crowd inside the club were Spring Breakers. Once we entered,
Samantha reservations vanished as she saw the club was packed with a majority of Spring Breakers,
about three hundred plus, easily half being coeds.

Indeed the club is just as upscale as any high-end club in the States! The same high end sound
system, bubble and fog machines and lighting special effects – except there were a lot of strippers in
various stages of undress, six on the stage and around two dozen other strippers mingling with the
dancing crowd.

However, Samantha was noticeably taken slightly aback seeing one immense wall almost completely
covered with bras and panties tacked upon it! Underneath each set of feminine intimates a mounted
8 x 10 framed photograph, however we were too far away for Alex and Samantha to make out what
the pictures were of…

Most of the strippers were from Spain that the club owner had recruited, pure European blood and
European  features,  desperate,  pretty,  young  women  trying  to  escape  Spain’s  grinding  24%
unemployment rate. However the club paid them extremely well, especially for Mexico, and they got
to keep all their tips and were provided health benefits.

The bar was immensely long and eight very busy topless female bartenders in G-strings were
working the bar. We went to the bar and ordered drinks, it was also where I caught the eye of my
friend the club owner; I slightly tilted my head toward Samantha and Alex…

Our drinks arrived, and a bartender seated us at the bar at three seats that suddenly had come open.
Samantha and Alex got up to dance and I stayed behind to keep our seats. After dancing in the midst
of the energetic crowd, Samantha and Alex returned thirsty and quickly finished their drinks and I
ordered another round.

The club owner wandered over and introduced himself, asking if everyone is having a good time, the
owner beaming as he hears positive affirmations from Alex and Samantha , then stating if there was
anything we needed we were to flag him.

The owner instructed the bartenders that we were guests and to keep tequila shots always in front
of us along with our drinks of choice. As he departed to circulate around the club, he leaned over



and whispered in my ear,

“Damn amigo! I wish I had your gringa friend working in my club! She is absolutely stunning!”

During the next hour, the three of us a few rounds back interspersed with Alex and Samantha
dancing with each other. Alex and Samantha not knowing my shots had been watered down…

The club was lit lively with strobe lights and pulsing lasers, loud thumping dance music playing with
a topless female DJ working the music. The huge dance floor was crowded and spilled over with
boisterous dancers everywhere, a glance around the crowd confirmed there did appeared to be
slightly more women than men. The coeds were beach casual dressed, lots of bikini tops under tee
shirts or beach cover-ups, or wearing erotically sexy club dresses, the young Mexican women even
more daringly so…

Unbeknownst to the Spring Break tourists, the bartenders were very slightly spiking the drinks of
the college coeds and other women present who did not work at the club with Ecstasy, to ensure the
atmosphere was extremely lively and uninhibited…

Bar coded wrist bands on the customers were scanned by the bartenders before each drink was
served to make sure each female patron got just a bare minimal maintenance dose, but not enough
for anyone to realize they were being drugged…

With lax Mexican law enforcement and easy bribe money eagerly accepted by the Mexican police to
protect the club and what was occurring inside, the off-duty police and club bouncers made sure that
only a very few, highly select, and the very wealthy of their countrymen and women could enter the
club. The club’s long-played out ploy has worked successfully for several years now…

With strippers on three stages putting on the shows, plus the two dozen other topless strippers
wearing just G-strings that were circulating around the crowd dancing with women as well as men,
encouraging them to dance, drink up and encouraging tipping the strippers dancing with them, the
club was quite lively, the boisterous dancing crowd a show in itself…

There was a lot of dirty dancing going on, with plenty of intimate caressing and groping, with
frequent flashes and complete baring of intimate areas…

Samantha and Alex danced several times, two topless strippers joining them for the last two dances,
the strippers tried to let their hands roam freely but Samantha shyly stopping them whenever they
tried getting too intimate, Alex less so… After each dance Samantha and Alex return for a cold beer
and tequila chasers.

I  knew the club owner had high definition cameras of  the type used to  film movies  installed
throughout the club, every square foot was covered and constantly monitored by camera operators
in the security room who could pan and zoom in catching especially dirty raunchy action, including
actual sex! He made a lucrative profit selling adult rated Spring Break party videos filmed here in
his club…

I give the club owner the “sign” and he called one of the topless bartenders over and whispered in
her ear. Her eyes slightly grew big but then she nodded, acquiescing…

I had called the club owner before we had arrived. Now one of his bartenders is serving Samantha a
cold fruity drink that was spiked with Ecstasy – and not the bare minimal maintenance dosage
served to the other patrons, Samantha’s drink is very heavily spiked…



I and the club owner well knew the effects Ecstasy has upon women…

How this drug drastically affects women more than it does men…

It is termed a tactile love drug…

Users pair the drug with dancing at nightclubs or any other lively social setting where there will be
plenty of drinking and dancing. Users reportedly “feel” the music more and enjoy the sense of a
loving intimate community that the drug creates.

Ecstasy is a strong inhibition suppressor and depending upon the dosage, can completely eliminate
inhibitions, enhancing emotions and facilitating a boost in self-confidence. The effects of decreasing
inhibitions can lead to more sexual experimentation and risky sexual behavior that the individual
may have been interested in but uncomfortable in pursuing normally…

Ecstasy greatly increases a woman’s libido acting as an aphrodisiac, with profound increases in
sexual desire, arousal, and sensual intensity. Women have enhanced lubrication during sex and
experience more intense orgasms. When sexually stimulated, women under the influence of a large
dosage of Ecstasy are physically unable to resist having multiple intense multiple orgasms.

Moreover, alcohol has a synergistic effect with Ecstasy…

Alcohol itself is a social and sexual “disinhibitor” because it increases sexual arousal and desire. This
is because alcohol increases levels of testosterone and estradiol. Testosterone controls in part the
strength of libido in women and this causes an increased interest in sex. Moreover, alcohol lowers
sexual inhibitions and with enough alcohol consumption, lowers it to the point that very little or no
discretion is used when approaching or choosing sexual partners.

With all the drinking Samantha and Alex had been doing, plus very lively dancing, Samantha is
noticeably getting heated…

She is looking flushed, the alcohol and Ecstasy both increasing blood flow to her lower body and to
her skin, causing her to sweat quite profusely, clear evidence her body temperature is increasing,
her rising temperature also enhancing the positive mood effects of the Ecstasy/MDMA…

Quickly Samantha finishes her cool fruity drink. Then after about five minutes had passed, she pulls
her husband back onto the dance floor, Samantha now unabashedly dirty dancing with him!

Four topless strippers wearing just G-strings join in dancing with Samantha and Alex…

Now, with the very large dose of Ecstasy taking hold, Samantha is more inclined to letting the hands
of the strippers freely caress her body, but not too, too intimately. However, as the drug begins
affecting her even more, Samantha herself is so inclined…

Samantha is obviously enthralled with the first time novelty of her feeling up beautiful topless
strippers wearing just G-strings who are dirty dancing with her and Alex!

One stripper moves behind Samantha pressing her mostly  nude body against  her and holding
Samantha close…

Subtly, as they continued dirty dancing, the stripper gradually eases a hand ever closer to the deep
plunge of Samantha’s dress, managing to ease a slim hand into her low cut quarter cup demi-bra
and keeping it there while they danced, fingertips gently moving in a circular manner. After several



long moments Samantha laughs and slightly  pulls  away just  enough to dislodge the stripper’s
caressing hand…

Again, the stripper closes up behind Samantha while another stripper comes in to the front grasping
Samantha hands, both strippers dancing with her. As they dirty danced with each other the stripper
in front slowly starts sliding Samantha’s hands down her body till Samantha’s hands reach the
strippers G-string below her navel, then, the stripper slides one of Samantha’s hands slightly down
behind the fabric…

Samantha allows her hand to be pushed further down till she feels a moist heat, then laughingly
while she still kept dancing, slowly draws her hand away…

Samantha grabs Alex’s hands and they complete the dance. As the music sequenced into another
track, Samantha leads Alex back to where I was sitting at the bar and a round of drinks already
waiting for them – and another heavily spiked cool fruity drink for Samantha…

Samantha quickly drinks down half her drink while Alex bolts a shot of tequila then gulps his frosty
beer. Samantha then pulls her husband back onto the dance floor. As the third song began playing,
four new strippers zeroed in on the dancing couple engaging them in another group dance, two on
Alex, two on Samantha.

Samantha glances over at her husband seeing him unsuccessfully trying to fend off the two topless
strippers dancing with him and with some success groping him! Samantha gaily laughing with
amusement seeing each of them realize how very large he is…

Samantha keeps on dancing with her two strippers watching what is happening but not stopping it,
even more boldly, getting in on it at the same time! Her bold actions increasing Alex’s chagrin
making her laugh even more…

Another beautiful almost nude stripper dances in close in front of Samantha reaching out and
grasping her hips, Samantha responding in kind…

The  stripper  pulls  Samantha  in  close  as  they  grind  against  each  other,  the  stripper’s  hands
inexorably sliding down past Samantha’s hips…

Past the hem of her short dress…

Sliding up the back of Samantha’s toned taut thighs pulling her in even closer…

The short hem of her dress slowly rising as the strippers hands slid further upwards…

The cute cheeks of Samantha’s firm tanned ass began showing, bare except for her tiny thong
panties…

The stripper’s hands then reaching the curve of Samantha’s firm bare ass, sliding up, up, then
cupping both hard firm, cheeks…

Samantha allows the beautiful stripper to keep cupping her ass while dirty dancing with each other,
seemingly unawares, or now uncaring in her ever increasingly drugged state that her cute firm bare
ass is half showing…

Watching the stripper holding his wife’s ass cheeks as they danced, Alex’s eyes are glued to his
wife’s half-exposed tanned ass, his eyes perceptibly growing larger as the stripper’s slim finger tips



start inching toward the cleft of her ass and a bit downwards…

One long immaculately manicured finger extended… easing behind Samantha’s thin thong, then
began incrementally gliding downwards as the stripper begins dancing even more energetically with
Samantha…

The long slender finger easily slips between the wide gap of Samantha’s thighs firmly grazing her
pussy…

Feeling the stripper’s finger directly against the skin of her pussy, Samantha suddenly stiffened, hips
bucking, her mouth making a surprised “O”, the loud pulsing music drowning out her loud gasp of
surprise…

Before the stripper can make a more exploratory penetrating effort, Samantha laughingly breaks
away and dances towards Alex, embracing him and kissing him long and deeply as they held each
other tightly, their bodies moving as one…

The song ended and another song sequenced in, Samantha and Alex head off the dance floor back to
the bar where I was for another drink, Samantha served another heavily spiked fruity cocktail that
she quickly drinks…

When we all were attending the university, I had seen Samantha dance countless times with Alex
and with her girlfriends – but never do anything that sexually intimate in a public setting or dance
that dirty – certainly not with strangers.

I recall there have been exactly two times when I had seen Samantha and her girlfriends get very
drunk and let their hands freely roam while dancing…

Playfully copping tit feels and grabbing ass, but never as far as actually trying to finger each other’s
pussies! Just daringly letting fingers creep towards those most intimate of all places, seeing who
would laughingly cave in first, and this has only been at very small parties where everyone knew
each other really well and have for a while.

So seeing the way Samantha was now behaving, watching what she was allowing to occur to her as
well as to Alex, what she herself was doing, I knew the drug had her firmly within its grip…

And in just a very few short minutes more, the hefty doses of Ecstasy will have complete control of
her body and her actions, launching unbearable, uncontrollable arousal…

There were two other things…

Ever since Samantha met Alex, he was the only guy she ever danced with, and I never could hook-up
with one of Samantha’s gorgeous girlfriends despite how hard I tried!

Samantha and Alex headed out to the dance floor then after a few more songs they came back to the
bar, a seventh round of tequila shots were had by everyone…

Alex is pretty damn drunk with seven tall beers and seven shots in two hours, and Samantha’s eyes
are glazed and she’s badly slurring her words and stumbling…

Samantha asked one of the two pretty strippers standing next to us where the Ladies Room is. They
responded telling her they will be happy to show her so she doesn’t get lost in the dense crowd. Both
women taking Samantha by her hands leading her through the dense milling boisterous crowd, the



three women quickly lost in the crush of moving, dancing bodies…

It is then I tell her very drunk hubby about the “South of the Border Show” that goes on in the club’s
annex every other night… girls with doggies!

I suggest while Samantha is gone that we sneak over to the door to the annex and take a quick peek
inside…

Alex is hesitant about leaving Samantha but I dragged him stumbling along, pretending not to hear
his objections about leaving Samantha behind…

The annex is very large and just as upscale as the main club/dance area, however it had only one
lighted stage and rising rows of seats on three sides. Huge flat panel screens hung above the stage
giving very, very close-up shots of the action on the stage.As I pulled Alex drunkenly stumbling into
the room, his eyes grew wide seeing what was going on …

A large mixed-breed dog was in the process of pulling his swollen dripping cock out of a pretty
young naked Latino girl on her hands and knees with her knees widely splayed out beneath him, the
audience intently watching is mostly Spring Break students, with about an equal mix of sexes…

In this room, free double shots of Tequila in blue and pink shot glasses were being handed out by
pretty topless waitresses to each person as they passed through the doorway. I knew the pink shot
glasses were strictly for the women in the audience, also knowing each pink shot glass contained a
full hit of Ecstasy mixed with Tequila. The waitresses not refusing if a female customer asked for
another, actually encouraging it by inquiring if they wanted another shot…

I pulled Alex toward the front row where two seats just happened to be unoccupied, courtesy of the
owner…

The club owner came on stage and announced

“Tonight a special amateur treat for you all from the United States! A beautiful gringa wife will have
her very first performance for us!”

Thumping, pulsing dance music started playing in the annex, then two familiar strippers walk onto
the  stage  leading  and  supporting  a  stumbling,  tall  young  Anglo  woman  in  a  sundress  –  it’s
Samantha!

Alex recognizing it is Samantha tries to rise but two sets of powerful arms from behind shoves him
back down holding him in his seat, a third bouncer sitting next to Alex clamps a broad hand down on
his leg, the three burly club bouncers stationed there by the club owner…

Seeing how incredibly gorgeous Samantha is, the boisterous Spring Break crowd wildly erupts in
cheers, piercing whistles and enthusiastic cheering!

With the roar of the crowd, Alex again valiantly struggles to break free while shouting at Samantha,
his shouts drowned out by the loud music and the crowd, his struggles ineffective in his drunken
state and the three burly bouncers despite Alex’s own considerable size…

Samantha is blinded by the bright stage lights, disoriented by her drug and alcohol consumption.
Obviously thinking she was back in the dance area, the two strippers easily coaxed Samantha into
dancing with them and she quickly settles into the rhythm…



The crowd started rhythmically clapping in time with the music, dancing in place as they stared at
the stage.

The  strippers  gradually  ease  Samantha  into  more  erotic  sensual  dancing,  then  outright  dirty
dancing, hands roaming, Samantha’s too…

Her hands sliding over the stripper’s bare breasts, down slim hips, over firm asses bare except for
their G-strings, the stripper’s bodies shiny with perspiration from the vigorous dancing and the
bright stage spots beaming down upon them.Even as drunk and drugged as Samantha is, watching
her dance, she is pure liquid motion – hot, sensual liquid…

One stripper gradually eases Samantha’s short sun dress up her slim hips revealing Samantha’s
toned athletic tanned thighs, her cute firm ass bare except for her pink lace thong, the crowd
growing more enthusiastic seeing her partially exposed…

The stripper eases the hem of Samantha’s dress down then wraps her arms around Samantha as
they continued dancing. Then after several moments, the stripper slowly begins pulling down the
zipper on the back of Samantha’s dress, eases the straps off her shoulders, and then in Samantha’s
highly intoxicated and drugged state, it heedlessly completely slips off her body…

The crowd roars with approval upon seeing Samantha’s magnificent hard ripped statuesque body,
brightly shining with her own perspiration, now only clad in her pink, quarter cup lace bra and lace
thong – a model straight out of a high end lingerie catalog! Samantha seemingly oblivious to her
disrobing, absorbed in the erotic sensual dance with her two nearly nude partners…

Mightily Alex tries lunging up from his seat, his face a red rictus he was yelling so hard at Samantha,
but he was no match for the total strength and weight of three bouncers, his shouts still being
drowned out.

Moments later, Samantha’s bra is released and eased off, one stripper holding it and twirling it in
victory, the crowd again roaring even louder! The roar grew even more boisterous as the dancers
slowly pull away from Samantha, revealing her now bare extraordinarily firm fabulous 36D breasts,
her tiny areolas and tiny diamond hard nipples, her sharply contrasting tan lines clearly revealing
Samantha wears very skimpy bikinis…

The strippers moved back into bodily contact with Samantha, three sets of hands freely roaming
from top to bottom, one stripper sliding her hands down to Samantha’s hips, grasping the thin strip
of her thong, she starts slipping it off!

The crowd went absolutely nuts!

Enthusiastically hooting and hollering, even most of the women in the crowd!

In her extremely drunk and drugged state, Samantha was heedless of the magnificence of her total
public  nudity,  and  Samantha  was  still  completely  absorbed  in  her  erotic  dance  with  the  two
strippers!

Samantha’s  glorious pussy was completely  bare except  for  an immaculately  shaped decorative
hollow V pubic hair design on her pubis! The design seemingly pointed the way to her most intimate
and erogenous fabulous treasure!

I knew that Samantha had laser hair removal while she attended the university, another confidence
unwisely shared by Alex…



The hips of all three beautiful women continued swaying with the deep pulsating hypnotic beat of
the music, gyrating lasciviously, mesmerizing the audience with their beauty and sensuality.

One of the strippers broke free from their dancing and reached for a bottle of Hawaiian Tropic
Suntan Oil sitting on the stage. She makes quite a production of sensually applying the oil until her
entire body glistens with oil under the bright stage lights. Then she slips off her G-string and palms a
handful of oil, making sure she lingers on her hairless pussy making it slick, the strong unmistakable
fragrance of coconut tanning oil wafting over the crowd.The crowd roars in delights and then the
stripper poises, pointing the bottle at Samantha and the other stripper…

An ebullient roar erupts from the crowd!

The oiled up stripper joins back in the dancing with Samantha and the other stripper, pressing her
nude oil slicked body against Samantha’s own completely nude body. Samantha dancing even more
erotically with her drunk and drug stimulated sexual arousal that has turned little Miss Naive into a
totally oblivious nude slut for all the crowd and her husband to see! The three of them sliding their
slick naked bodies against each other dancing to the pulsating music. Then, the stripper held the
bottle up between them and let go a long continuous stream of scented oil until  rivulets were
coursing down their all their bodies….

Three oil slick bodies pressing and sliding against each other, drunk Samantha floating on waves of
drug stimulated uninhibited pleasure, bare pubic mounds pressing and humping against each other,
swiveling hips against each other’s firm bodies, sliding pubic mounds up and down firm thighs,
hands caressing everywhere, everywhere…

As their sensual erotic dirty dancing continued, fingers stroked, pulled and teased… Two sets of
hands paying attention to every one of Samantha’s erogenous zones, tantalizing and arousing her
into a sexual delirium. Cute firm asses and tits being freely stroked by all three women as everyone,
everyone,  could  see  the  extreme  sexual  desire  and  sluttiness  that  has  completely  overtaken
Samantha!

The atmosphere of the drunk and drugged crowd was crackling with sexual tension as they floated
on clouds of alcohol, Ecstasy and lust. The topless waitresses still circulating through the crowd,
passing out free Tequila shots, blue glasses for the guys, pink ones containing more of the spiked
Tequila shots for the women, the waitresses making sure each woman is targeted…

Then one of the strippers closes in behind Samantha, caressing Samantha’s oil slick body and her
large fabulously firm breasts in their magnificent perfection, then, she begins tweaking Samantha’s
tiny hard nipples…

From the home vids Alex has secretly sent me, I know Samantha loves having her breasts and
nipples played with! She gets incredibly turned on having her nipples tweaked, the harder and the
rougher the more turned-on she gets!

The stripper in front of Samantha leans forward to take one of Samantha’s tiny hard nipples in her
mouth, kissing and sucking hard on it while another hand slides down Samantha’s rock hard flat
belly… sliding  all  the  way  to  that  most  glorious  of  pussies… Her  thumb begins  pressing  on
Samantha’s  clit,  rubbing back and forth slowly but  firmly,  Samantha lolling her  head back in
ecstasy…

Then one immaculately manicured and exquisitely long slender finger begins exploring…

Upon  initially  being  penetrated,  Samantha’s  hips  noticeably  bucked  and  jerked  feeling  the



impalement, and then she instantly responds by beginning to hump her tight pussy onto the finger!
Settling upon it as it begins slowly pumping in and out of her tight, hotly aroused pussy while they
continue dancing…

The crowd roared seeing Samantha’s acceptance of being finger-fucked!

The crowd roaring even louder as they saw Samantha sliding her own hand over the stripper’s hip,
grasping her dental floss G-string, pulling on it until it broke, then Samantha sliding her own hand
over the cheeks of the stripper’s ass, one of her own fingers extended as she begins her own
exploration…

The crowd roaring its approval even louder…

The stripper dancing behind Samantha starts sliding her hands down, reaching Samantha’s firm ass
cheeks, she starts fondling and caressing them, then she too extends a finger…

The finger slides into the cleft of her ass cheeks, searching…

Suddenly  Samantha  bucks  violently  feeling  her  fabulous  tight  ass  being  penetrated  as  well!
Samantha again bucking even harder as it penetrates deeper! In response as it goes in even further,
Samantha begins roughly finger fucking the stripper who is finger fucking her!

Samantha’s pussy and ass now simultaneously being finger pumped, moments later, Samantha’s
body begins trembling, her knees suddenly bend, her body sagging but kept upright with both of her
tight orifices plugged as an orgasm slams her body!

Her shrieking OH FUUCK! orgasm clearly heard over the loud, pulsing thumping music and the
noise of the ebulliently cheering crowd seeing and hearing her climax…

Then, another completely nude stripper appears on stage – leading a huge Great Dane! So tall his
head nearly came up to the stripper’s breasts!

The two nude strippers break away from Samantha and turn her to the audience, exposing her
hairless cunt to the huge dog and the audience….

This stripper lead the huge Great Dane up to Samantha’s heated highly aroused cunt…

Instantly the Great Dane had her highly aroused scent and grew excited, and then begins lapping at
her aroused dripping cunt with an immensely long, powerful tongue…

Alex surges to his feet almost making it before he is slammed back down in her chair by the three
bouncers and me. Stunned with my action, Alex numbingly looks at me with incredible disbelief of
betrayal…

With the stage lights shining in her face blinding her, the drugged and very drunk American wife
doesn’t realize what’s happening, only sensing what she immensely enjoys having Alex do to her, not
recognizing the differences…

In her drug and alcohol stimulated overwhelming arousal, Samantha shuffles her firm, tanned thighs
widely apart to give the huge dog more access to her slick, hairless cunt…

Seeing  the  huge  dog  eagerly  licking  Samantha’s  pussy  between  her  widely  spread  legs  and
Samantha’s incredible intense look of unrestrained arousal upon her face, most of the young women



in the crowd had intense looks of disbelief plastered on their faces…

Their drunk and drugged curiosity had been too strong to resist being drawn into the annex to see
for themselves that these nefarious shows actually existed…

Upon each woman entering the annex and being handed double shots of Tequila with full dosages of
Ecstasy in them, and with more spiked shots freely handed out by circulating topless waitresses, the
alcohol and drug stimulated sexual curiosity and sexual fires of the women in the crowd were
increasing by the second, preventing them from leaving the luridly arousing spectacle…

Under the bright spotlights, everyone could see Samantha’s slick, hairless cunt shiny with dog spit
and cunt juice. – and her drug-enhanced hugely swollen clit clearly protruding out! Camera close-up
zoom shots showing on the huge flat screen monitors hanging above the stage.

Samantha is obviously too fucked-up with booze and Ecstasy to know what’s happening to her, but
that doesn’t hinder her body from its involuntary incredible sexual responsiveness thanks to the
Ecstasy…

Samantha’s body began shuddering and then she screams out another shrieking OH FUUCK! as a
second orgasm slams her body! The crowd again loudly cheering!

A stripper then pulls off a black satin sheet from a tall object that has been near the back of the
stage revealing a padded, large diameter three-quarter circular metal ring mounted to a stand, the
ring set at about a 45-degree angle with the bottom of the ring near the floor cut out leaving a wide
gap.

The ring is supported by two posts in the front which are spaced about two and a half feet apart
from each other. Two additional posts are set at the rear of the ring, the rear posts set at each edge
of the ring cutout spaced about four and a half feet apart from each other. The rear posts had wide,
fleece-lined leg restraints connected to the posts by short cables; the top of the ring also has a set of
widely spaced fleece lined restraints connected by cables.

Samantha is reluctantly pulled away from the lustful dog and his long powerful tongue, and then led
stumbling toward the ring…

The disbelief on the faces of the women in the crowd were growing…

Watching  this  statuesque,  incredibly  beautiful  young  Anglo  woman  unresistingly  led,  badly
stumbling over to the ring, dawning realization it is some type of bondage stand…

I’m sure thoughts of many in the crowd were, “She’s one of us…”

One of the strippers puts a blue and silver can to Samantha’s mouth and encourages her to drink,
which Samantha hastily did in her overheated state emptying the can. The strippers then guide
Samantha’s upper torso thru the front two posts so that the front of her body is facing out towards
the audience.

Then Samantha arms were widely spread out, each wrist then fastened with the padded restraints
attached to the top of the ring. Then in turn, the strippers pick up each one of Samantha’s legs and
fasten the calves of her legs to wide padded loops on the two rear posts that splayed her thighs
apart to the maximum…

Samantha’s body is now fully suspended from under the ring at an upright 45-degree angle!



Her back was facing towards the ceiling with her upper torso sharply angled up, her lovely cute firm
ass little more than two feet off the stage floor facing up.

With Samantha’s upper torso sharply angled up and facing outwards, her gorgeous, hard-ripped
voluptuous body was fully exposed to the audience. With her body arched in her suspended position,
it accented her large, incredibly firm, perky 36D breasts!

A microphone on the frame was adjusted to be near her mouth, then a second shotgun microphone
was adjusted near her ass. The huge overhead flat screen monitors now showing an extreme close-
up view of the open cleft of her cute firm ass cheeks, her tiny, tight asshole clearly visible, and her
drug-heightened highly aroused glistening cunt…

While Samantha was firmly secured to the restraints so she couldn’t slip out of them, the restraints
had short lengths of braided stainless steel cable attaching them to the top of the ring and the two
rear posts. If Samantha had tried, it was obvious she would still be able to freely move her hips and
could rock back and forth almost a whole foot…

Most of the women in the audience were visibly became uneasy seeing the huge, massive dog led
over to this bound, incredibly beautiful young Anglo woman strapped to and supported in the BDSM
stand, realizing this was really going to happen!

Stark realization striking each one of them that Samantha is clearly extremely intoxicated and
heavily drugged, having no cognition of what she is being subjected to! Samantha being bound to
the BDSM ring perfectly clarifying for each person in the crowd that she is  a non-consenting
participant, being forced to do this, to be imminently raped by a very huge dog…

Alex is sitting there in shock staring at the stage, complete disbelief evident upon his face that this
was really happening…

Two broad beefy hands resting on his shoulders and one on his leg reminding him he is totally
incapable and completely helpless in stopping what is happening to his incredibly beautiful loving
wife…

The nude woman dog handler lets free the Great Dane and he immediately goes through the wide
gap at the bottom of the ring going for Samantha’s pussy!

The long powerful doggy tongue quickly has the blonde wife again on the edge of climaxing when
the two strippers pull him back away. The American wife whines in frustration, every sound, every
word,  picked  up  the  microphone  near  her  mouth,  the  crowd  and  her  husband  hearing  her
shamelessly begging to cum!

On command, the huge dog leapt up mounting Samantha’s cute firm ass! His bright red rocket
began poking at her crotch, stabbing wildly all around her pussy and asshole but continuously
missing…

Multitudes of male and female voices began loudly crying from the audience, yelling for someone to
help the dog get it in!!!

However, something else was happening too…

The club owner, long experienced in such things, had dosed the American wife with enough of the
drug to make her unbearably, overwhelmingly horny but more so, thoroughly confused and easily
managed for a while – but not through her entire “performance”…



He  knows  that  having  a  woman  regaining  her  senses  onstage,  realizing  her  humiliation  in
performing a sex act with an animal AND in front of an audience, makes for a much, much, more
memorable performance…

The drink the stripper gave to Samantha was nothing more than a can of Red Bull Energy Drink –
with an added hefty dose of 1,500 milligrams of liquid caffeine to stimulate her to full awareness…

And that is just what’s happening now…

The huge surge of  caffeine was rapidly  making Samantha coming aware of  her  situation and
circumstances!

Samantha starts screaming out pleading and wailing for someone, anyone to help her, to make the
dog stop. But then one of the strippers gives in to the demands of the audience… reaches down…
and guides the thrusting huge dog prick between the blonde’s drooling swollen labia…

As soon as the dog feels the heat of her cunt, he thrusts his powerful loins forward, driving his dog
cock right between her slippery labia! The blonde’s mouth forms a shocked silent “Ooohhh” as the
huge doggy prick rams deep up her needy cunt…

ARRRRRRGGGG NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!

Samantha screams out at the top of her lungs!

Flushed with shame and humiliation, Samantha began screaming out for someone, anyone, to make
him stop!

“NO! NO! DON’T! Get Him OFF Get Him OFF!”

The now dense boisterous college crowd, one or more full hits of Ecstasy now rapidly affecting and
overwhelming most of the women in the crowd, are now clapping and cheering! Anxious to see this
incredibly beautiful American wife with the absolutely stunning body becoming a bitch to this huge
dog, and Samantha does not disappoint…

Despite now being fully aware of her degrading situation, the American blonde can’t deny the
pleasure the huge doggy cock is wringing from her stuffed cunt…

“Aahhhhh…. Ah! Ah! Ah! Ahhhnnn…!

A close-up camera view shows her drug and alcohol stimulated engorged clit clearly protruding, her
suspended arched position forcing her protruding clit to ride upon the swollen cock as it rapidly
thrusts in and out…

Then, Samantha’s drug and alcohol stimulated body betrays her, another powerful orgasm ripping
through her dog-stuffed cunt…

Ohhhhh FUCKKKK!!!

The microphone and the loudspeakers  broadcasting Samantha succumbing to  her  orgasm,  the
alcohol and drug stimulated crowd roaring with delight hearing her shrieking climax!

Confused and embarrassingly mortified, but thanks to the extreme amount of Ecstasy flooding her
system  still  making  Samantha  hopelessly  horny  beyond  belief  and  desperate  to  cum  again,
Samantha’s firm slim hips begin pushing back against the dog’s thrusts… Her grunts and moans of



pleasure loudly broadcasted by the microphone to the crowd, who were shouting crude vulgar
encouragements to both the dog and Samantha!

The crowd seeing Samantha now trying to fuck back began shouting even louder encouragement to
her!

The sheer intensity and rapid fire of his long, swelling cock pumping into Samantha coupled with the
taboo act itself was firing up the audience! Then, sudden loud wailing from the beautiful American
blonde, her body quivering as yet another orgasm overwhelms her…

Ohhh, Ohhh FUCK! OHHHH FUUCKKK!!!

Alex has ceased struggling to break free, however powerful hands were still clasping his shoulders
and leg ensuring he kept his ringside seat…

Samantha’s responses didn’t go unnoticed by her husband…

Alex sat staring in shock and horror watching what his beautiful wife was undergoing – being raped
by a huge dog with a huge cock -now apparently enjoying it!

Evidenced by her multiple shrieking orgasms, seeing her physically responding back as well as she
got! Occasionally Alex’s eyes were drawn up to the huge flat panel television screens showing an
extreme close up view of the huge doggy cock slamming in and out of her tight dribbling cunt…

Samantha was moaning and groaning and grunting as the Great Dane slammed his huge cock in and
out of her tight cunt. As he pounded her cunt at a remarkably rapid pace, Samantha attempted to
keep up the thrusting by humping her own cunt as fast as she could back at the beast, much to the
enthralled fascination of her intoxicated and drugged audience who surged closer to the stage,
bodies pressing tight…

As a growing, swelling,  menacing looking knot started forming at the base of  the dog’s cock,
Samantha’s ecstatic moans were now strung together into a long continuous one…

UHHH! UHHH! UNHM! UMMM! UMMM! MMMMM!!!

The swelling knot bumping her engorged protruding clit with every thrust as it slid into her pussy
and then again on the way out. The huge dog fucking her so hard and fast with the now added
stimulation of his slowly swelling knot rapidly going in and out of her tight pussy that there was
nothing Samantha could do but repeatedly orgasm…

The animal’s ever-swelling knot was working her overly stuffed snatch into a series of cunt-clenching
orgasms that had Alex’s hapless wife flopping around in the bondage frame with her drug stimulated
intense climaxes…

The audience surged up right against the stage, eager to see if the gringa’s tight, glorious cunt can
take the doggy’s fat knot! The huge powerful animal ramming into her ever harder as his knot swells
larger and larger, pushing the ever swelling knot in and out of her dilating vagina, then, it grew too
large to go in, but still he persevered…

It took the dog almost a full minute of working against Samantha’s tight opening before she slowly
started further dilating to open up for the knotting…

In her orgasmic frenzy and her restraints binding her to the ring, the blonde wife was working her



tight cunt back hard against the dog’s knot as best as she could. Then, Samantha began screaming…

Feeling the huge bulk starting to dilate her constricted opening, stretching the narrow entrance to
her tight pussy like it has never been before!

“Aaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggg ggghhhhhhhh!”

A sudden piercing painful shriek then it was in! Stretching her pussy to its limit!

That fat swollen knot popping in past her over-stretched cunt labes locking the huge dog and
Samantha together!

The drunk and heavily drugged crowd went wild with the successful knotting!

The huge dog began pounding Samantha’s clasping cunt with a frenzied surge!

Samantha’s  sweaty  hard body was jiggling and shaking in  her  restraints  like  she was having
convulsions! Her large firm breasts jolting in sharp, jerky up and down motions with each powerful
lunging thrust, her tiny nipples diamond hard…

The huge caffeine jolt had Samantha fully aware of what was happening to her…

The perverted, degrading shame and humiliation of being fucked by an animal -and in front of an
audience!!!

Just when Samantha felt that the humiliation can’t get any worse, the huge Great Dane began to
howl and hammer her crotch like a jack-hammer!

His knot swelling even larger inside her! You could actually see her pubic mound now bulging from
the huge growing mass lodged within her!

Then after several moments, the huge dog gave a huge lunge making Samantha scream out at the
top of her lungs! The dog holding himself as deep inside her as he could pull against her. Jets of hot
wetness begin flooding Samantha’s cunt as she acutely felt the huge dog emptying his balls in her
once-proud gloriously beautiful pussy as evidenced by her wailing scream of…

“N-nnnnooooo!!! OhmyGod noooooooooo!”

H-he’s cummming… he’s cumming in my p-pussy!”

Samantha’s sweaty face flushing bright red, tears streaming down her cheeks…

“Ohhh ahhhh, he’s cumming in meeeeeee!”

But then, the flood of hot dog jizz ignites another strong climax between her widely spread thighs..
.
OHHH FUUCK!!!

The poor shamed American wife’s body jerked around like a slutty sex puppet, the hugely swollen
knot  lodged  within  Samantha  pressing  and  rubbing  against  her  G-spot  involuntary  promoting
additional orgasms…

One of the nude strippers unwraps a towel and pulls out a medical cold pack. This she places on the
Great Danes’ nut sack expediting his knot to go down, else he would have remained knotted to



Samantha for ten or more minutes!

Still, when the huge animal begins working his immensely swollen knot out of Samantha’s over-
stuffed snatch, Samantha begins excruciatingly shrieking with pain as his still swollen knot begins
spreading her narrow vaginal entrance way beyond normal elasticity…

Slowly, the dog extricated his still too large knot out of Samantha’s lewdly slimed snatch, Samantha
painfully screaming loud and long with its slow forced emergence. When Samantha came unplugged,
cum literally exploded gushing out of her tight pussy. I think every woman in the audience audibly
gasped seeing what Samantha had been royally fucked with…

Knot and all, the Great Dane’s cock is at least eight-inches in length! The knot still swollen to the
size and shape of a very large lemon! I can vividly imagine how huge it must have swollen up inside
Samantha… the  incredible,  inexorable  pressure  it  must  had  been  placing  against  her  G-spot
provoking her additional orgasms…

I knew beforehand Samantha could handle the Great Dane’s lengthy cock, the unknown factor was if
she could accommodate the huge knot…

Back when we were attending the university and after about a year of Alex and Samantha dating,
Alex had emailed me a picture of Samantha nude on her hands and knees measuring his erection….

Alex’s huge cock is ten inches in length with a circumference of six inches!

A picture that each time I recalled it stabbed me in the heart…

A cock of the size I had repeatedly wished for ever since I began jerking off, fervently began wishing
for since the first time I had sex with a girl, and each subsequent time thereafter…

My musing was broken by the crowd cheering wildly! Samantha sagging weakly in her restraints,
legs held wide by the straps, her swollen puffy cunt labes gaping open, drools of hot dog seed
hanging from her ravished cunt…

Alex sat there completely stunned, shock marring his handsome face as he stared at his beautiful
wife, his mind in turmoil having seen his wife raped by a huge dog and completely helpless to stop it,
mentally tortured and confused witnessing her multiple climaxes from her forced animal rape…

Samantha was still crying and then she began screaming again for someone to free her, jerking
hysterically at her bonds trying to get free, her legs held splayed wide open, her doggy-jizzed snatch
lewdly on close-up display for everyone in the audience to see!

Samantha’s renewed screams broke Alex out of his shocked state; again he tried to break free…

Frantically Samantha looks around for her husband and sees Alex violently struggling in a seat in the
front row, physically being restrained by three beefy men sitting behind and by him.

Then Samantha’s eyes grew wide seeing me sitting there next to Alex, grinning.

I gave Samantha a little wave…

Instantly Samantha realized she and her husband had been set up!

Green eyes flashed fire and threw blazing daggers in my direction! I chuckled at her recognition that
this was payback for ignoring my affections, keeping me at a cool distance these past five years,



warning her gorgeous friends to stay away from me…

Then, Samantha closed her eyes in shame, tears running down her cheeks, feeling the copious dog
cum still running out of her ravished pussy…

I bet that Samantha was thinking that “at least it’s over with….” believing she’d been degraded and
humiliated more than any woman can possibly be, that she’d be allowed to leave…

Again, Samantha started violently struggling to break free of her restraints, screaming out

“DAMN IT LET ME GO!”

Some of the female university students in the crowd, not yet fully affected by their heavily spiked
Tequila shots, start shifting uneasily, realizing that Samantha’s violent efforts and screaming to be
freed meant she has been drugged and forcibly raped by the huge dog…

However, the three beautiful nude Spanish strippers on stage with Samantha did not make a move
to free her, instead, they stood there, expectantly…

~~~~

PART TWO

The club owner came back on stage and his voice boomed into the microphone

“Ladies and Gentlemen! Since this incredibly gorgeous gringa wife gave us such an excellent show,
we decided to give you another treat!

A special Encore performance will now be presented for your pleasure!

My oh my, this was a surprise! The club owner and I had discussed that after Samantha completed
her humiliating performance with the Great Dane, she and her husband would be free to go. My
curiosity was peaked as I settled back to see what was being offered up, perhaps another naïve
pretty Spring Break coed had been coerced as had Samantha…

The lights dimmed then a spotlight snapped on….

NO! NO! NOT THAT!

Samantha screamed out! Violently struggling trying to free herself as she saw a small burro being
lead toward her by two pretty, nude Spanish women…

It was then made clear that Samantha will continue to be the entertainment…

Two other pretty nude women were following behind the burro carrying a long wide leather strap
with loops on both ends and an exercise pad. Four of the nude strippers untied Samantha from the
bondage ring, Samantha violently squirming, pulling and jerking, struggling to free herself from the
women’s grasp…

But Samantha was still pretty damn drunk and along with the repeated heavy doses of Ecstasy
administered to her was keeping her weak – and unbearably horny as hell!

Alex made another valiant attempt to rescue his wife but after a violent struggle the two bouncers
behind him and the third sitting next to him firmly pressed Alex back into his seat and held him



there…

The burro looked clean and very well cared for, his coat was shiny, as if he had just been bathed and
brushed. His balls were huge! Disproportionately huge compared to the small size of the burro, they
hung like two coconuts, fully swollen with cum…

The four strippers forced Samantha down next to the placid burro held by a fifth nude stripper,
forcing her to lay back on the padded mat. Then they pushed and pulled the mat and Samantha
under the burro and held her in place as Samantha was still struggling to break free, the fifth
stripper placing the strap with the loops over the burros back…

Two of the women holding Samantha’s legs in turn, forced each of her legs through the loops and
slid her legs through the loops until they caught her behind the knees. Samantha’s ass was now held
up off the mat, tilting her pelvis up, her legs widely spread apart under the burro…
Samantha continued her ineffective struggles as a renewed flood of tears began streaming down her
cheeks…

Her deep shame and embarrassment with the loudly jeering crowd still seeing her totally nude, her
legs held lewdly splayed wide open underneath this donkey. Dog cum still dripping from her pussy
running down the crack of her ass for the entire alcohol and drug stimulated audience to see, now
eagerly awaiting to see her raped yet again by another animal…

These perverted people had drugged her and forced her to fuck with a huge dog!

Incredible disbelief clear on Samantha’s stunned beautiful face that now they were actually going to
let a small donkey fuck her???

The other two women now only had to hold Samantha’s wrists as Samantha continued to violently
struggle trying to break free. Some of the women in the college crowd, realizing that Samantha was
actually being prepared to be raped by a burro, started trying to leave, but the press of the growing
crowd into the annex from the club prevented any that were standing from reaching the entrance.
Those sitting in the bleachers also were unable to leave due to the dense crowd…

A stripper applied lube to her hand and started expertly jacking the burro. Quickly his cock started
dropping till about twelve inches were showing, then it began gaining an erection, swelling to the
thickness of a woman’s wrist! As it grew even longer, it came arrowing ever closer to Samantha’s
slick, wet pussy, Samantha still violently thrashing about trying to break free and screaming to be
freed…

“NO! DON’T DO THIS! LET ME GO!”

LET ME GO!! LET ME GO!!!

The scene of this incredibly beautiful nude statuesque woman violently struggling to break free
while the huge cock of the burro was arrowing between her widely spread legs ever closer to her
pussy seemed to intensify the highly charged erotic atmosphere of the crowd…

The dense crowd, drunk and sexually stimulated by full dosages of Ecstasy, surged right up against
the stage! The women in the crowd showing disbelief with the size of the burro’s growing erection
and the small narrow target of Samantha’s pussy!

It was an irresistible combination of being both frightening and highly arousing that drew the crowd
in to watch the animal preparing to fuck Samantha…



Do you know how big a burro’s erection is? Even a small burro???

The stripper guided the blunt tip of the burro’s cock against Samantha’s pussy, Samantha loudly
screaming upon feeling the contact. The stripper then began sliding the huge blunt tip up and down
between her still swollen parted labia several times, Samantha’s body visibly shuddering feeling the
huge rubbery head of the monster cock dragging against her pussy as she violently tried twisting her
pussy away. The contrast in size of her pussy and the huge equine cock amplified by the close-up
televised camera views, then the stripper positioned the cock tip against the entrance of Samantha’s
tight cunt holding it in place and started jacking it…

The burro thrust once, twice, three times, trying to force the huge tip of his cock into Samantha’s
pussy Samantha shrieking as she felt each thrust ramming his huge cock against her pussy, but
despite her earlier fucking by the Great Dane, her narrow vaginal entrance resisted the massive
invader…

The burro thrust again and again then suddenly, the blunt tip of his cock brutally speared into
Samantha’s pussy! Samantha instantly emitting a piercing shriek!

That huge cock burying two inches into her!

“Aaaaaaaaagggghhhhh!!!”

“OH MY GOD! STOP! IT HURTS!!!”

The only thing that stopped his massive cock from going in further was its size and Samantha
bearing down with everything she had to prevent further penetration!

Samantha struggled to clamp down with her strained cunt muscles, to keep more of the beast’s thick
cock from penetrating any deeper into her sopping cunt. But the heavy repeated dosages of Ecstasy
given to Samantha in her spiked drinks and still  extremely drunk made it  difficult  for  her to
concentrate. And to confuse things further yet, her snatch was still in-heat from the doggy fucking
she’d just received, evident by her swollen labia and her clit were still swollen fat and throbbing…

Then with a snort, the burro thrust against her, cramming a few more hard, hot thick inches into her
clenching cunt canal…

AAAAAAA AHHHHHHH! AHHHHHHHHHHH!

With each subsequent thrust, he buries his huge burro cock a bit deeper into her, each thrust
eliciting a piercing shriek from Samantha.

“OH GOD ! STOP! IT’S TOO BIGGGGG!!!”

The broadcasted loud wail brings a huge cheer from the delighted, intoxicated and heavily drugged
audience.

The  huge  television  screens  clearly  showing  this  animal  brutally  stretching  her  vagina  to
PENETRATE further up into her!

“OH MY GOD!” Samantha howled as the small muscular animal thrust again, brutally stretching her
vagina  to  its  limits  as  it  drove  further  up  into  her  aching  gringa  cunt!  In  an  odd  twist  of
circumstance, the slimy doses of doggy jizz still coating her cunt were acting as a lubricant, making
it easier for the burro’s prick to slide slightly in and out, forcing its way ever deeper into her snatch!



Her fat, erect, clitoris was mashed against the dark meat of the animal’s shaft. Even the beast simply
shuffling his hooves made the beautiful gringa wife rock back and forth enough to excite her drug-
stimulated needy cunt against her drug-fogged will!

Slowly, inch by massive inch, his gigantic cock began to wedge its way into her steaming pussy.
Samantha feeling her cunt gradually being stuffed to the brim with the huge cock, wails and screams
her outrage! Her taut thighs flashed and her heels drummed at the burro’s flanks…

Aieeeeeeeeeee! Argggggghhhh “Nnnaaaaaaahhhh”

Samantha wailed. Gushes of cunt juice flooded her cunt to protect against the huge raping invader,
further lubing the burro’s strokes. More thick beast-meat wedged into her pussy, forcing her pink
cunt flesh to turn whitish- pink as it stretched painfully. The drunk and drugged crowd clapping and
cheering enthusiastically, avidly watching the hot blonde’s cunt swallowing more of the animal’s
huge cock, enjoying her shame and humiliation…

With about eight inches now buried, the burro started settling into rhythmic thrusting…

“UHHH! UHHH! UHHH! UNHM! UHHH!!”

Samantha explosively grunted with each rhythmic thrust ramming into her, no longer able to form
sentences while the burro’s huge cock reamed her cunt, her large firm breasts jolting with each
hard, deep thrust, her tiny nipples diamond hard…

Still,  Samantha violently struggled to free herself but now eight plus inches of burro cock was
impaling her and going ever deeper!

“UNGGHHH! UNGGHHH! UNGH! AAAAAAH!

I could tell by the intense look on Samantha’s face that the physical exertion of the donkey was
stretching her further than she had ever been stretched before! Even more than her husband’s fat,
long, ten-inch cock!

One of the women leans down to Samantha’s ear and speaks to her, Samantha responding to the
words by shooting her a hateful glare…

With obvious reluctance, Samantha quits struggling to break free and the two woman holding her
wrists begin relaxing their grips to allow Samantha to grasp hold of the burro’s two front legs…

I knew what was told to Samantha…

The same thing all the women are told who unexpectedly find themselves coerced into the same
predicament…

“If you actively participate the sooner you will make the burro cum and this will be all over for you,
then you and your husband will be free to go…”

“If you don’t actively participate, we will be forced to bring another dog…”

However, as with the Great Dane, I knew the burro had also been given a hefty dose of Viagra to
make him last longer…

With each deep long thrust Samantha explosively exhales, she is no longer screaming, resigning
herself to her fate until the burro climaxes and is finished. Each powerful thrust lifting her pelvis up,



jolting her large firm, hard nipple breasts. The two women, seeing Samantha ceasing her struggles,
quit holding her wrists…

UHHH! UHHH! UNHM! UMMM! UMMM! AHHH! UMMM!

One of the strippers decides to help Samantha along and begins vigorously massaging Samantha’s
hard clit, and with Samantha’s drug-enhanced sexual stimulation, it only took a few seconds…
“Oh God n-noooo!” Samantha suddenly wailed

Nnnaaaaaaahhhh OHHH FUUUUCK !!!

Samantha explosively climaxed!

The crowd clapped and cheered enthusiastically hearing and seeing Samantha’s intense climax, this
incredible hot bitch cumming helplessly on a burro’s dick! Unable to control herself or deny her
drug-stimulated perverted need. Seeing her cunt muscles repeatedly spasm clenching that burro’s
huge  cock  with  her  intense  orgasm,  with  her  orgasm  seeing  the  hot  American  wife’s  cunt
unbelievably swallowing even more of the animal’s thick cock!

OHHHH FUCK FUCK FUCK!!!

Samantha screamed out as another involuntary orgasm thundered through her body!

“Yeahhh!” called an American-accented voice over the clamour. “Fuck That Hot Bitch! Ream Her
Cunt Out, Yeahhh!”

The assembled crowd of college students roared their own encouragement to the laboring burro in
response!

The stripper stopped rubbing Samantha’s swollen clit, looking pleased she had gotten Samantha to
rapidly cum twice!

I glanced over at Alex; his mouth had hinged open with disbelief seeing his gorgeous wife had
climaxed by a burro fucking her! TWICE!

Everyone in the audience now stood or sat in rapt attention or crowded close to the stage, anxious to
see the American slut take as much beast cock as possible up her straining snatch, completely
captivated by the intense decadent entertainment…

Watching this incredible beautiful young woman with the most perfect hard body and the most
beautiful breasts being raped by the burro – no longer being held and no longer trying to break
free…

Then, a slight voluntary motion from Samantha – tentatively lifting her hips in time to meet the next
thrust! Samantha again exhibiting sexual responsiveness, then Samantha began moving her tight
athletic body under his, trying to fuck back…

Samantha’s  extreme alcohol  intoxication  and  the  huge  amount  of  Ecstasy  in  her  system was
uncontrollably drastically escalating her intense arousal! She was unable to resist her body’s drug
stimulated involuntary responses!

The burro’s heavy haunches thrust forward as its powerful muscles clenched; driving its engorged
cock deeper and deeper into Samantha’s defenseless cunt. Then the burro began to fuck her in



earnest while this drugged wife abandoned herself to the moment, Samantha choosing to expedite
her embarrassing ordeal so her humiliation could end, and she and Alex could leave…

Gradually Samantha began meeting each thrust a little more forcefully until she was actively fucking
herself onto his massive cock! Thrusting her pelvis at the donkey as his wide, long fuck-tool plunged
deeply into her! Pushing her hands against his legs driving her taut trembling body onto the long,
thick impaling cock! Arching her firm ass up to get the full force of his deep thrusts, the slick
swollen lips of her steaming pussy sucking and pulling on his throbbing prick…

OHHH! UMMMMM! UMMMM! UMMMM AH! UMMMMM!

OHHHHHHHH!!!

Samantha breathing hard now, grunting with her exertions, moving her hips faster and faster – if
she wasn’t enjoying it, she was putting on an incredible act!

His sloping cock, thick as an energy drink can, was connecting the two like a firefighter’s hose! Only
half of his massive long cock is left showing, as with each withdrawal and thrust, seven or eight
inches comes sucking out before slamming back in rocking Samantha’s hips upwards with the
immense power behind it!

Samantha’s cunt labia were swollen fat and stretched snug around the burro’s shaft! Cunt juice and
dog jizz copiously dripping down between her parted ass cheeks. The burro continued thrusting at
her, instinctively trying to bury more of his massive cock up her too-tight vagina! The intoxicated
and heavily drugged blonde being bounced back and forth underneath like a slutty sex-puppet!
Erratically, Samantha trying to fuck the massive cock to hurry the end of her humiliating ordeal….

I was quite astounded and very pleased to see how the extreme amount of Ecstasy was affecting
Samantha along with  her  being sloppy drunk;  the  alcohol  and Ecstasy  was  intensely  sexually
stimulating her beyond her mental and physical control, Samantha was tightly gripping the burro’s
front legs – actively fucking herself onto his massive shaft! Forcing his fuck-shaft ever deeper and
deeper into her jizzy twat, as she pulled away she drew her swollen cunt labia back before again
humping herself onto the animal’s massive cock!

The friction dragging across the American wife’s visibly swollen fat clit was driving her wild! The
audience could see gushes of  pussy juice squirting lewdly from between Samantha’s fluttering
snatch lips, lubricating the burro cock so it slid more easily, deeper, harder and faster into the
gringa blonde’s creaming fuck slit.

Sweat dripped off the blonde wife’s hard, voluptuous body as strained to fuck her tight pussy with
the beast’s club-like cock in her attempt to hurrying the end of her humiliating ordeal.

The audience could hear the loudly broadcasted wet, squishy sounds as the huge cock fucked in and
out of the tight American’s cunt… and her wails and groans of the wife forced into drug stimulated
pleasure against her will…

The burro’s cock was way deeper inside her tight pussy than her husband’ ten-inch long cock had
ever reached! It was only because the alcohol and the Ecstasy was sexually stimulating her to be
able to accept such a monstrous length and thickness into her…

The silhouette of his thick, long cock bulging her hard, flat belly showed as it thrust into her showing
the extent of its deep penetration. With the end of each thrust, at least 12 or 13 inches must have
been fully embedded within her clasping, drooling cunt!



Samantha fat cunt lips were fluttering back and forth in time to the rocking rhythm. They were
hugely swollen now, red and shiny with her copious pussy secretions. The drug had had swollen her
clit obscenely, visibly poking up between her labia! Her crotch was coated with a slimy white goo,
the mix of burro pre-cum, doggy sperm and her own secretions!

“Unghhhh—unghhhh—unghhhh…” Samantha grunting each time his cock-head bottomed out in her
cunt.

The other nude stripper that initially guided his cock is still there, jacking the remainder of it with
her hand as Samantha was now forcefully bucking her hips upward meeting every powerful lurching
thrust into her tight cunt…

Samantha’s face had taken on a countenance of the upmost concentration in her strenuous attempts
to end her ordeal…

Or was it her concentration intent on having another orgasm…!

Then Samantha’s face betrayed her… displaying a mask of pure lust!

This was no play-acting—it was clearly obvious that Samantha was now enjoying getting fucked by
the burro despite her earlier pleas for help!

Samantha’s swollen fat cunt lips were stretched snug around the burro’s shaft, cunt juice and dog
jizz dripping down between her ass cheeks. Her large firm tits bounced wildly to and fro, her tiny
nipples engorged and diamond hard, a red orgasmic flush spreading at her throat. The animal was
thrusting hard into her, instinctively trying to bury more of his cock up her tightly constricting cunt!

A quick glance around the densely pack crowd revealed the strong hit or hits of Ecstasy in the
Tequila shots given to each woman as they entered the annex has firmly taken hold…

Suppressed inhibitions have been fully released! Female passions have been inflamed to the point of
being unbearable…

There were multitudes of intimately caressing hands, even girls intimately caressing girls in the
standing crowd! In the tiered stands, coeds were sitting in boyfriend’s laps, squirming, skirts rucked
up, other couples with guys behind the girls bumping into them…

Completely stunned with deep shock on his face, Alex is now just passively sitting in his seat staring
with incredible disbelief! Staring and listening at his incredibly gorgeous wife Samantha actively
fucking the burro with everything she had…

OHHH! UMMMMM! UMMMM AHHH!…UMMMMMM!

Samantha’s eyes were heavy-lidded and glazed, drool dripping from her slack mouth now, her body
covered with a sheen of perspiration, her blonde hair hung in dirty strings across her face, grunting
and babbling while the massive burro cock reamed her tight pussy and she doing her damndest to
meet each thrust!

Samantha  is  now rapidly  pushing  and  pulling  hard  on  the  donkey’s  front  legs  adding  to  the
quickness and depth of his thrusts, bucking and humping back hard against each thrust of the
massive cock!

Samantha loudly moaning and groaning as yet another orgasm approached, leaving no doubts with



anyone in the audience that she was certainly enjoying the fucking she was getting by the animal…

Her husband Alex knew it too…

There was no question about it, his wife wasn’t being hurt, she was being pleasured and enjoying it,
immensely…

Samantha’s body was beginning to visibly trembling, then, she lets out a climatic scream of Ohhhhh,
FUCKKKK!!! arching her back into the thrusting monster cock as a thunderous earth-shattering
orgasm rocks her to her core – almost immediately followed by a scream from the audience!

One of the coeds in the tightly packed crowd audience was being forcibly pressed against the edge
of the stage being groped! Her topped had been pulled down completely exposing her large breasts
and two guys were mauling her. Even as I watched they yanked her shorts down and ripped her
thong off, their own shorts have been dropped freeing erections, the crowd was tightly pressing in
on them…

Short seconds later, several other women started screaming! Their own sexual assaults beginning!
Then  more  screams  erupted  as  alcohol  and  drugged  inflamed  passions  spread  like  wildfire
throughout the tightly packed dense crowd!

Fights began breaking out between some of the men who were with the women trying to stop the
assaults, but there were not enough to stop them…

Then, Samantha went multi-orgasmic! Cumming continuously as the small burro continued plowing
her tight cunt!

Samantha was loudly squealing like a stuck pig as she furiously humped herself back on the gigantic
cock fucking her! She was taking more than half of that huge cock and raising herself up to him for
more! Her whole body shuddering under the intensity of her own orgasms!

Thanks to the strategically placed shotgun microphones broadcasting to the drunk and drug sex
inflamed audience and the close-up camera views, the audience could hear and see the lewd, wet,
squishy sounds as the huge cock fucked in and out of the American’s tight cunt. The loud wails and
groans of this incredibly beautiful statuesque wife forced into pleasure against her will…

A fight broke out right next to us, three men fighting, one of the men trying to prevent the forceful
rape of a screaming coed, her party dress had been partially torn off, her panties ripped off, drawing
the three bouncers attention of the pretty half nude coed.
Their inattention allowing Alex to break away…

Alex tried leaping up to the stage just as the burro brays and starts giving huge thrusts into
Samantha making her shriek at the top of her lungs!

“Unnhhhh…ooohhgawd…n-noooo!

“G-gonna c-cummmm Again!!”

The American wife’s eye’s rolled back in her head as her sweaty taut body jerked and convulsed like
she was having seizures! Her clenching cunt muscles working against the huge burro prick finally
milking it into an explosive release!

A bouncer grabbed Alex pulling him back into his seat just as Samantha shrieks even louder as she



felt the head of the burro’s cock suddenly hugely flare deep within her!/The head mushrooming to
three times its size exerting tremendous internal pressure!

Samantha’s hands clenched into fists and began furiously beating against the mat!

Braying, his furry body trembling, the burro began explosively blowing his copious load into her! The
beast’s coconut-sized testicles began pumping their greyish-white load up the hot blonde’s degraded
fuck slit!

“Oohhhhh…N-nooooo, noooooooo!

H-he cumming in meeeeee!!!”

Samantha screamed out! The swelled mushroom head forcing all his copious cum into her uterus –
Samantha letting out another long drawn out piercing orgasmic scream of

OHHHH FUUCCCKKKK!!!

I vividly imagined Samantha’s feelings of the volcanic explosion of copious hot cum directly into her
womb! Still, I was astonished to see Samantha rolling her hips, actively milking that burro cock for
all that it has!

The close-up camera shot showing her cunt muscles repeatedly clench and re-clench the massive
cock milking it of every drop!

Samantha writhed hanging beneath the belly of the beast as her body helplessly accepted each thick
spurt of equine seed full up her convulsing cunt as spurt after spurt of burro slime flooded her tight
cunt.

Then, a trickle of cum began bubbling out from her tight, overly stretched seal and dribbled down
those perfectly toned tanned thighs as she kept up her nefarious pace still fucking herself on that
massive cock…!

Now I absolutely knew – as did her husband and everyone else in the alcohol, drug and sex fueled
crowd…

While Samantha had taken the stripper’s advice to actively fuck the burro to hurry getting her
ordeal over with, at some point, her extreme alcohol and drug intoxication allowed inhibitions to be
fully overwhelmed freeing primal sexual responses from deep within to where Samantha began
actively fucking the burro – for pleasure…

Her alcohol and drug intoxication, her many intense body-racking orgasms, and now his enormous
cum load had Samantha completely enraptured with uncontrollable lustful sex!

Then, Samantha’s alcohol and drug stimulated arousal brought on yet another enormously intense
orgasm!

Moaning loudly, again Samantha began thrusting her firm hips up against the burro’s belly, trying to
coax still another orgasm from her body, and then exhaustedly Samantha ceased her efforts…

Placidly now, Samantha hung beneath the belly of  the beast as her body helplessly continued
accepting each thick spurt of equine seed full up her twat! The gorgeous blonde was only semi-
conscious now, the alcohol and drug completely claiming her. incredibly beautiful Samantha hanging



limply as squirt after spurt of burro slime continued flooding her cunt completely. The girth of his
massive penis acted much like a cork between the American wife’s legs, the flared head of the
equine cock also ensuring his copious sperm was forced deep inside…

Each contraction of his massive balls sent another stream of jizz into the quivering wife’s ravished
vagina.  Samantha jerked and spasmed mindlessly,  arms and legs  twitching as  her  thoroughly
ravished vagina was pumped over-full with burro seed completely filling her uterus. Samantha’s
lower rock-hard flat abdomen was now visibly swelling under the pressure, inflating like a balloon
until she looked almost pregnant!!

Finally, when even her womb could absorb no more jizz, it forced out past her ovalled swollen cunt
lips, spraying lewdly out all over the blonde’s crotch and dripping down in slimy strings onto the
stage!

Then the burro’s cock began softening, began slipping from her thoroughly ravished pussy…

The  huge  flat  panel  screens  were  still  showing  close-up  views  of  the  battering  punishment
Samantha’s hugely swollen pussy had been subjected to…

Now showing the immensely swollen cock as it slowly and sinuously began snaking out of her tight
pussy… Inch after slow thick inch slowly emerging till at least twelve long immense inches are
showing, just the still hugely flared penis head remaining embedded in Samantha’s tight cunt…

The burro tugged backwards raising Samantha’s pelvis up and keeping it held up, then the hugely
flared head came easing out of Samantha’s tight cuntal entrance…

First one edge slowly appeared, and then the other… Samantha continuously shrieking in pain as it
slowly emerges from her too tight overly stretch cuntal entrance stretched to its maximum dilation!

The intense physical effects of the drug and the sponginess of the flared cock head allowing it to be
slowly withdrawn from Samantha’s too tight vaginal entrance. Then, it suddenly came free…

An immense flood of cum came exploding out of her abused, battered cunt! The spongy head hugely
flared to the size of a fist!

As a final insult, the now free semi-hard cock had sprung up slapping the burro’s belly, the huge
cock now free of Samantha’s tightly constricting pussy releases trapped sperm which briefly spews
out, enough to thoroughly coat her heaving hard nipple breasts and her flat hard-ripped stomach…

At a signal from the club manager, two of the strippers undid the straps holding Samantha’s legs
which had kept her pelvis suspended under the beast’s furry belly, letting her collapse down onto
the pad. Samantha was barely conscious now and unable to move for herself.

The strippers knew the routine and spread the blonde’s legs lewdly, Samantha’s cunt gapped openly,
sloppily…, drooling thick gobs of equine semen…

The show over, the bouncers release Alex and he scrambled up onto the stage as the crowd has by
now fully erupted into a sexual pandemonium melee! Most of it forced upon unwilling women too
drugged and drunk to put up much resistance, multiple hits of the drug in too many tequila shots
consumed while watching Samantha’s performances uncontrollably stimulated their feminine sexual
arousal to unbearable levels…

It appears the club owner will be getting plenty of great action scenes for the illegal rape videos he



sells overseas and in South America!

Alex and another nude stripper pulled Samantha to her feet but they both had to hold her up.
Samantha stood on rubbery legs as seemingly a quart of burro semen dripped from her twat!
Samantha seemed to be looking right at Alex but her eyes were unblinking and her expression
blank…

Samantha was in no way able to walk or stand unassisted after her huge reaming and her multiple
body-racking orgasms exhausting her body, still too drunk as well as with the huge doses of Ecstasy
still intensely affecting her too…

After a few seconds of Samantha being held upright by her husband and the stripper, incredible
shock began filling Samantha’s face marring her incredible beauty…

Realization of the perverted, degrading shame and humiliation of being fucked by two animals in
front of an audience – of her abhorrent acts of actually fucking back the animals !!!

Samantha’s legs buckled completely and Alex scooped Samantha up in his arms, cum still copiously
oozing out of her ravished cunt…

Another stripper gives Alex a large towel along with Samantha’s sundress and sandals, then led the
two of them off the stage into a hallway where the stripper’s dressing room is located and an exit
from the building.

Immediately outside was a taxi stand where plenty of cabs waited to take drunk club patrons back
home, including back across the border. There a generously paid taxi driver who also works at the
club part time waited, who will helpfully hustle Samantha and Alex over the border back to their
hotel on the island.

The club owner walked up to me handing me a Cuban cigar and said

“Well my gringo friend, she was definitely the hottest and most enthusiastic gringa by far you have
ever brought us!

Too bad you won’t let me sell her video, she would have made us a lot of money!

Then he gave me a closer look, grinning and cocking an eyebrow at me, saying

She and her husband friends of yours, Eh?

“Use to be…” I replied grinning.

I got what I wanted…

My revenge against Samantha for rebuffing my overtures, the hottest woman I have ever met!

For her warning all her hot friends away from me…

Getting to see her feel every inch of that dog cock and huge knot, the burro’s huge cock, dominating
her stunningly gorgeous statuesque body, violating every inch of her tight glorious cunt. In her drug
and alcohol stimulated arousal, watching her lustfully fucking back against the two animal cocks,
seeing her writhe and scream with multiple intense orgasms…

Samantha’s discarded bright pink quarter-cup sheer bra and lace thong panties along with a framed



and mounted 8×10 color photograph of Samantha in action will be added to the club’s trophy wall,
along with mementoes of the other Spring Break coed and their own action photographs …

That’s the last I ever saw of Samantha and Alex, but not heard from…

The following week I got an email from Alex, threatening to beat me to every inch of my life if he
ever saw or heard from me again.

It was an empty threat…

His immense regret of ever sending me those nude pictures of Samantha and the video clips of her
and him fucking…

Probably scared to death I would post those on line… or inform his incredibly lovely wife!

I laughed at his email, well knowing that a lasting permanent memory has forever been seared into
both of their memories…

Of Samantha’s sexual responsiveness being fucked by a dog and a burro, her multiple orgasms, her
orgasmic shrieks each time she climaxed…

In her overwhelmingly intense alcohol and drug stimulated arousal, of her fucking back against both
animals….

Idly, I began reminiscing about the dozens upon dozens of Spring Break coeds whose photos and
lingerie mementos comprised the huge trophy wall at the night club…

Unwilling coeds who found themselves in forced performances as had Samantha…

I wondered if any of those coeds, despite their traumatic bestial rapes, have any of them actually
been permanently “turned” by their experience???

Later on finding themselves in an opportune moment in a private setting unable to resist an intense
sexual desire to again experience what it felt like…

Again I began laughing…

Having decided that next year on the first anniversary of their trip across the border, I would send
them a compilation high definition DVD of naïve Spring Break gringa’s who had found themselves up
on the stage with the dog and the donkey…

Including Samantha’s own two performances and her ignominious exit out through the hallway and
out of the building …

BITCH!

I can just imagine the shock and fury if Samantha and Alex knew I was part owner of the club…

I was already looking forward to  next  Spring Break and other  pretty  naïve gringa’s  that  will
inadvertently find themselves up on the stage almost every night…

There are always thousands of naïve college students who always ignore the State Department
travel warnings in crossing the Mexican border in search of a great party, and my friend the club
owner and I put on the best…



~~~~

END NOTES

Okay readers, time to dissect this story. The following is a brief summary of information from
research articles and from medical, mental health and drug websites. Any medical, mental, social,
alcohol or drug effects mentioned in the story are based on fact.

ALCOHOL is itself is a social and sexual “disinhibitor” because it increases sexual arousal and
desire. This is because alcohol increases levels of testosterone and estradiol. Testosterone controls
in part the strength of libido in women and this causes an increased interest in sex. Moreover,
alcohol lowers sexual inhibitions, and with enough alcohol consumption, lowers it to the point that
very little or no discretion is used when approaching or choosing sexual partners.

ECSTASY is also known as: E or MDMA (or in America and Australia as X or XTC). Ecstasy is usually
sold in the form of a tablet, or powder in a capsule, and can be obtained in a liquid form. It is a
psychoactive/psychotropic drug that has both stimulant and hallucinogenic properties. Imparts an
altered state of consciousness and while under the influence changes the way a person feels and
thinks. Makes the brain release its ‘feel good’ chemicals dopamine and serotonin. It eliminates
anxiety and causes extreme relaxation. Increases a person’s susceptibility to peer influence. Sound
and lights are enhanced along with the stimulation of a high energy level and euphoria, the reason
for E’s popularity with clubbers, along with people enjoy being touched while under the influence of
ecstasy because the experience is magnified.

Ecstasy  greatly  increases  female  arousal  and libido with  an increased sense of  touch,  greatly
reduces one’s inhibitions, and prolongs sexual endurance. In women it reduces resistance, promotes
sexual disinhibition and enhances receptivity to being sexual and enhances the sensual aspects of
sex. Female lubrication, desire and satisfaction are profoundly increased by MDMA with orgasms
greatly intensified and prolonged. MDMA has been linked to causing people to act against their
considered judgment in engaging in regrettable sexual encounters and also to rapes in which drugs
are used as weapons. Oddly while Ecstasy has a profound sexual arousal and enhanced libido effects
upon women, with the majority of men it has the opposite effect and tends to inhibit erections in
men.


